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1. The Appeals Chamber of the lmternational Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons

Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of International Hnman~tarian Law

Committed in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizcns Responsible for C_nmocide and Other

Such Violations Commitr, cd in the Territory of Neighbouring States, betwe,~n 1 January 1994 and

31 December 1994 ("Appeals ChambeF’ and ’ff.ur~’national Tribunal", respectively), is seized 

appeals by Ars~ne Shalom Ntahobali1 and Pauline Nyiramasuhuko2 ("Ntahobali Appeal" and

"Nyiramasuhuko Appeal" respectively) ("Appeals" and "Appellants", collectively) against 

"’Decision on Defence Urgent Motion to Declare Parts of the Evidence of Witnesses RV and QBZ

Inadmis~ble," of 16 February 20043 ("Impugned Decision"). These appeals were certified by Trial

Chamber FI in its "Decision on Ntahobali’s and Nyffamasuhuko’s Motions for Certification" dated

18 March 2004 ("Certification Decision"),

2. The Appeals Chamber is also seized of two requests filed by Nyiramasuhuko4 for short

extensions of time within which to f’fle the Nyirsmasuhuko Appeal on the basis of illness of Lead

Counsel from 20 February 2004, who was unable to work on the present appeal until Saturday, 27

March 2004. Co-Counsel, as a consequence, had to assume all trial commimacnts in lieu of Lead

Counsel.

3. In its response, the Prosecution submitted that the Nyiramasuhuko Appeal was tirr~ barred

as no extension of time had been granted at the timc of filing of the AppcalJ

4. Rule 116(A) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence ("Rules") permits the Appeals

Chamber to grant a motion to extend a time limit "upon a showing of good cause". In the present

circumstances, the Appeals Chamber considers that the month-long illness of Lead Counsel,

coupled with the Co-Counsel’s added responsibilities, constitute good cause within the meaning of

Rule 116(A) of the Rules. The Appeals Chamber therefore recognises the Nyiramasuhuko Appeal

to have been validly filed.

1 "’Appcl de Ars~ne Shalom Ntahobali ear la "Dccision on Defentm Urgent Motion to declare Parts of th~ Evidence of

Witness RV and QBZ Inadmissible" Rcndue Ie 16 f6vrier 2004", dated 25 March 2004.
~" "Appel de Pauline Nyirttm~suhuko de la ’Decision on Defence Urgent Motion to declare Parts or" the Evidcncc of
Wimcss RV mad QBZ Inadmissible’, dated 29 March 2004.
J "Decision on Dcfence Urgent Motion to D~lam Parts of the Evid,nc¢ of Wimoss=s RV and QBZ Inadmissible,"
rendered by Tri~ Chamber lI on 16 F,bruary 2004.
4 "Requite on ¢×~nsion de d~lai pour l’sppel de Pauline Nyiramasuhuko sur la "Decision on Dcfoncc Urger Motion to

declare Parts of the Evidence of Witncss RV and QBZ Inadmissible’". dated 26 March 2004; "Requite en extension
ddlais aux tins de presenter l’t~,plXfl ~ I’ea¢ontze do la "Decision on Defonc, Urgent Motion to declare Parts of the
Evidence of Wimcss RV and QsZ Inadmissible’"’. dated 29 March 2004.
s "Prosecutor’s Re-.qponse to Nyiramtmnhuko and Ntahobttli’s Appeal against the Decision on the Urgent Motion to

Dccl=e Parts of ram Evidan¢c of Wimeases RV and QBZ Inadmissible", dated 01 April 2004.
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5. The Appeals Chamber hereby decides these interlocutory appeals on the basis of the written

submissions of the parties.

Discussion

6. By motion addressed to Trial Chamber II, Appellant Nyiramasuhuko had requested the Trial

Chamber to declare inadmissible the evidence of Prosecution witnesses RV and QBZ and to order

the Prosecution not to examine the witnesses on certain allegations which the Appellant deemed not

to be specifically pleaded in the Indictment.6 The Trial Chamber dismissed this motion in the

Impugned Decision, and, thereafter, both witnesses testified. On the same day as witness QBZ

commenced his testimony, the Appellants sought certification to appeal ag’,dnst the Impugned

Decision.

7. In the Certification Decision, the Trial Chamber found that the Appellants had failed to

satisfy the requirements for certification provided in Rule 73(B) of the Rules. However, the Trial

Chamber was of the view that the question of the admissibility of the testimony of Prosecution

witnesses could significantly affect the outcome of the trial against the Appellants, to the extent that

the relevant testimonies would be taken into consideration in final deliberations.

8. The principal arguroetlt of the Appellants is that the Prosecution should not be permitted to

present evidence on allegations which are not clearly pleaded in the indictment. Appellant

Nyiramasuhuko submits that the statements and testimony of Prosecution witnesses RV, QBZ and

FAS should be declared inadmissible. Ntahobali’s Appeal is concerned only with the evidence of

witness QBZ.

9. It is well established that, for an indictment to be pleaded with sufficient particularity, it

musl set out the material facts of the Prosecution case with enough detail to inform the defendant

clearly of the charges against him so that he may prepare his defenee. The required degree of

specificity depends very much on the facts of the case and the nature of the alleged criminal

conduct. Although an indictment may be deemed potentially defective where it fails to plead with

sufficient detail the essential aspects of the Prosecution case, the potential defect can be cured in

certain circumstances, for instance, if the Prosecutiola provides the accused with tlmely, clear and

consistent information detaiJing the factual basis underpinning the charges against him or her, or if

the indictment is duly amended.7

~; During the oral hearing of 16 February 2004 on Appellant Nyiramasuhuko’s "Defenee Urgent Motion to declare parts
of the evidenc~ of witrnesses RV and QBZ ladamissible", co-defendants Ats~ne Ntahobali, Sylvain Nsabimana,
Alphonse N~zityayo and Joseph Kanyabashi joined in the motion which was filed in French on 12 February 2004.
7 See generally Prosecutorv. Kupre~ldd, No. lT-95-16-A, Appc, al Judgment, 23 October 20(}1, paras 88-123o
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10. In their appeals, the Appellants submit that the Trial Chamber errecl by admitting the

evidence of witnes~s RV and QBZ, both of whom have testified before the Trial Chamber. The

Appellants have conceded that witness QBZ did not testify to the allegations they sou ght to have

declared inadn~ssiblefl Ntahobali’s Appeal, which is only concerned with witness QBZ, is therefore

rendered moot. Similarly, the Appeals Chamber notes that Appellant Nyiramasuhuko’s motion on

the admissibility of the cvid~ce of witness FAS was dismissed by decision of the Trial Chamber

on 16 April 2004. As certification of this decision has not been grauted, there is no fight of app "cal

therefi’om, and the question of admissibility of witness FAS’s evidence is therefore not before the

Appeals ChamberY

11. In relation to witness RV, who has already testified in the trial, Appellant Nyixamasuhuko

argues that the allegation of the wimess that she was present at the installation of Elie Ndayambaje

(co-accused in the case) as mayor in Muganza commune on 21 June 1994, was not speeifiealIy

pleaded in the indictment and did not appear in any of the supporting materials. Appellant

Nyixamasuhuko contends that this evidence is therefore not admissible.

12. The Appeals Chamber has reviewed the Indictment and the testimony of witness RV, and is

of the view that the allegation of Appellant Nyramasuhuko’s presence at the installation of Elie

Ndayambaje as mayor in Muganza commune on 21 June I994 should have been pleaded as a

material fact in the indictment.

i3. According to the evidence of witness RV, during the course of this gathering, Ndayambaje

is alleged to have encouraged the population to kill Tutsis who were still in hiding}° A similar

event, namely, the swearing in ceremony of Sylvain Nsabimana as prefect (also a co-accused in this

case ) on 19 April 1994, at which Nyiramasulmko is said to have been present, and during which the

President of the Interim Government is said to have made an inflammatory speech, is explicitly

mentioned in paragraphs 6.21 and 6.22 of the indictment. This event underpins count 1 (coDspiraey

to commit genocide), count 2 (genocide), count 3 (complicity in genocide), counts 5, 6, 8 

(crimes against humanity) and count 10 (serious violation of article 3 common to the Geneva

Conventions and Additional Protocol H) of the Indictment. Therefore, in the view of the Appeals

Chamber, as Nyiramasuhuko Ires not been charged in the Indictment for her presence at the

installation of Ndayambaje on 21 June I994, there can be no conviction in respect of her attendance

at this meeting.

s Ntahobali’s Appeal, pata. 9 and Nyiramahusuko’s Appeal, paea. 25.

"Deci~on on Nyiramasuhuko’s morion to de~lar¢ the evidence of wimess FAS i-~dmissiblc agaius~ her’; rendered by
Trial Chamber It on 16 April 2004.
10 T. 17 February 2004, pp. 6-7,
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14. However, whilst it may be the case that the allegation of witness RV iia relation to

Nyiramasuhuko’s presence at the installation of Ndayambaje in Muganza commune is not

specifically pleaded in the indictment, this alone does not render the evidence inadmissible.

15. Indeed, pmsuant to Rule 89(C) of the Rules, the Trial Chamber may admit any relevant

evidence which it deems to have probative value. It should be recalled that admissibility of evidence

should not be confused with the assessment of the weight to bc accorded to that evidence, an issue

to be decided by the Trial Chamber after hearing the totality of the evidence. Consequently,

although on the basis of the present indictment it is not possible to convict Nyilamasuhttko in

respect of her presence at the installation of Ndayambaje, evidence of this meeting can be admitted

to the extent that it may bc relevant to the proof of any allegation pleaded in the Indictment-

I6. The Appeals Chamber considers therefore that the Trial Chamber acted within its discretion

in dismissing the Appellants’ request to declare the evidence o£ witness RV inadndssible.

Disposition

17. For the above reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses the Appeals.

Done in French and Engli,~t, the English text being authoritative.

Done this 2t~ day of July 2004,
At The Hague,
The Nctherlmads.

Judge Mohamed Shahabuddccn,
Presiding

[S©al of the International Tribunal]
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